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Details of Visit:

Author: sexytommy1
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Thu 22 Jun 2017 12:30
Duration of Visit: 30 Minutes
Amount Paid: 70.00
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: House of Divine
Website: http://www.houseofdivine.com
Phone: 02035890126
Phone: 07725740234

The Premises:

Basement flat 5 min walk from Victoria. Really is an ideal location for most in South London or the
south. Much more convenient than going across to Kensington or the previous Maida vale location.
Bathroom could perhaps use a bit of a touch up but otherwise more than adequate.

The Lady:

Facial attractiveness
Even though her face is partially obscured in the pictures I could tell it was her face shape/structure.
Attractive enough girl for me personally probably a 7.5.

Body
This was the reason I booked and she did not disappoint. Blessed with being naturally slim and still
having natural curves? she has the kind of natural body most women would kill for (or spend
thousands to obtain). Her body is not flawless (as the pictures would show) but even then easily a
8.5-9 out of 10

She has a couple of tattoos one on rights hand side of her stomach and on and top of her back and
another small one on her arm, none of which are shown in photos but these are not an issue for me
personally

The Story:

To me the HOD Mk girls tend to fall into one of two categories. 1) The type of Soho walk up type
girls/Massage parlour or 2) The full service gfe/pse girls that are more like a genuine escort service.
Gemma definitely fell into the first category, although I knew this beforehand which was why I
booked 30 mins rather than my normal hour sessions.
Quick shower on arrival
Gemma did offer me a choice of OWO or OW at the beginning and strangely for the first time in my
life I opted for OW, as this removes any relationship complications with STD tests etc.
So on with OW to get me hard. Started with Gemma riding me cowgirl, her body really does look
great from this angle with her sexy waist and natural boobs bouncing up and down. This was
probably Gemma's bets position as she had to be a bit more active.
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Then rolled over into missionary although she was very careful to ensure that we always stayed on
the towel on the bed, when girls are focused on staying "tidy" it is always something of a bug bear
for me. I did enquire about kissing but Gemma indicated that she had had an operation on her tooth
so couldn’t kiss at the moment (Her profile does mention FK) I guess I will never know whether this
was genuine or no but I was not too concerned as again meant I didn’t have to worry about STD
checks. Gemma was a bit static when it came to missionary and really didn’t respond or engage
much, so it is hardly surprising that the same continued when we switched to doggy. It is unusual to
fuck a girl who makes even less noise than I do having sex.
After about 20 minutes or so of hard fucking Gemma pulled away told me she was going to finish
me off with a Handjob, Whilst it would have been nice to be given an option I didn't mind too much
as I felt close anyway and I wanted to cum on her tits which and she gladly obliged (making sure
the towels were in the right place to cover any spillages first!) and it was a great sight
Hopped back in the shower and I was on my way
Gemma is a nice friendly girl, good English certainly very easy to chat to, I liked her but didn’t get
the impression she enjoys what she does as she wasn't responsive, my feeling was certainly that
she had no desire to enjoy my time with her.
To summarise nice girl, pretty enough, very nice body (her body is worth the price of admission by
itself) but not a great fuck. I would recommend for a 30 minute appointment but (for me personally)
not for anything longer due to the mediocre service.
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